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Love is the dominant reaction.
Given the divisive timbre of this election year, this finding may come as a surprise. Keep in mind, 
however, that each campaign communicates directly to core fans through Facebook pages. In other 
words, the candidates are preaching to a self-selecting choir.

Election Extremes: 
The Love-To-Anger Ratio
When we compare the love-to-anger 
reactions for the candidates, an interesting 
trend emerges. Bernie Sanders leads 
by the love-to-anger ratio, with 28 times 
more “Love” than “Angry” reactions on 
Facebook. Kasich and Clinton follow. 
Trump has the lowest love-to-anger ratio.

Love

No election year is without comedic value.
Ted Cruz sparks the most “Haha” reactions on 
Facebook. Whether people are laughing at him or 
with him remains undetermined. 

Beyond Like-ability

Presidential elections are both emotionally charged and data driven. On social media, our line of 
sight into both aspects of the contentious political campaigns is incredibly rich. Because Facebook 
recently launched Facebook Reactions — offering the more nuanced reactions "Love", "Haha", 
"Wow", "Sad", and "Angry" in addition to the traditional "Like" — we decided to use them to put our 
finger on the pulse of the presidential election. 

We used the TrackMaven marketing analytics platform to measure the reactions to the last 100 
Facebook posts for each of the five presidential candidates.

Track your content marketing success 
against leading competitors! 

START TRACKING

facebook.com/trackmaven@trackmaventrackmaven.com

FACEBOOK REACTIONS AND THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

Donald TRUMP

Love Haha Wow Sad Angry

68% 6% 7% 2% 18%

Love, Love, Love

MOST LOVABLE

Bernie Sanders

LEAST LOVABLE

Ted Cruz

Need a good laugh?

Awe Inducing

Anger Inducing

While love is the primary reaction to each 
candidate on Facebook, there can only be one 
winner. Bernie Sanders elicits the most love on 
Facebook.

Donald Trump leads with the “Wow” factor. Kasich 
and Sanders are neck-and-neck for second place 
with 5.64 and 5.63 percentage “Wow” reactions, 
respectively. Hillary Clinton spawns the fewest 
“Wow” moments.

It should come as no surprise that “The Donald” 
is both the most anger and awe-inducing 
candidate. Party lines could play a part. Republican 
frontrunners Trump and Cruz are the only 
candidates for whom anger accounts for a double-
digit percentage of their Facebook reactions. How 
much of that is anti-establishment anger aimed at 
the Republican party?

Need a good cry?

Sometimes we have to laugh to keep from crying 
— especially in politics. Could that be the case with 
Ted Cruz’s Facebook content? The senator from 
Texas also leads the presidential pack with the most 
“Sad” reactions.

SANDERS  28:1

MOST LAUGHABLE

Ted Cruz

LEAST LAUGHABLE

Bernie Sanders

BIGGEST DOWNER

Ted Cruz

LEAST DEPRESSING

John Kasich

BIGGEST "WOW" FACTOR

Donald Trump

SMALLEST "WOW" 
FACTOR

Hillary Clinton

MOST ANGER-INDUCING

Donald Trump

LEAST OUTRAGEOUS

Bernie Sanders

75%

Sad 2%

Wow 5%
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801,2553,293,404 1,708,135 183,616

Who’s the most 
engaging of them all?

The candidates challenging the status quo are the ones spurring the greatest number of reactions 
from Facebook audiences. Trump is by far the most engaging candidate. Across his past 100 posts, 
Trump racked up a whopping 6.8 million reactions (including 6.5 million likes). That’s more than double 
the number of interactions spurred by Bernie Sanders, who’s in second place with 3.3 million total 
reactions (including 2.9 million likes) across his past 100 posts. 

Most anger-inducing Biggest "wow" factor

PERCENTAGE OF REACTIONS PER 100 FACEBOOK POSTS

Bernie SANDERS

Most lovable Least outrageous

PERCENTAGE OF REACTIONS PER 100 FACEBOOK POSTS

Least laughable

87% 1% 6% 3% 3%

John KASICH

Least depressing

PERCENTAGE OF REACTIONS PER 100 FACEBOOK POSTS

74% 13% 6% 1% 7%

Hillary CLINTON

Smallest "wow" factor

PERCENTAGE OF REACTIONS PER 100 FACEBOOK POSTS

84% 4% 3% 2% 8%

Ted CRUZ

Most laughable

PERCENTAGE OF REACTIONS PER 100 FACEBOOK POSTS

61% 19% 3% 5% 13%

Least lovable

The results are in!

KASICH  11:1

CLINTON  11:1

CRUZ  5:1

TRUMP  4:1

More reactions than the other 
candidates combined!6,881,611
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